What is OCTO
Gateway?
Introducing the OCTO Gateway, opening the door to
a world of connectivity across all of your IOT devices
and solutions.
Compatible with Casambi smart lighting technology,
OCTO Gateway is a smart device designed to allow
Alexa to communicate directly with Casambi enabled
luminaires and devices. It provides users with full voice
and remote control with optimal connectivity across
all smart products. It is the perfect accessory for your
Casambi ecosystem.
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Control light groups
and scenes with
voice
Easily control colour temperature and brightness with
voice commands via scenes, negating the need for
switches or an app.
And use Alexa to set up and manage your smart
lighting at work with useful features for increased
workplace efficiencies
Switch seamlessly from ambient to presentation mode
in meetings .

“Alexa, make the kitchen lights
warmer”

“Alexa, set presentation mode”

Use routines to
simplify your life
Create routines that automate how your Alexa devices
and Casambi lighting work together.
Set an Alexa routine once to automate several tasks
using a single trigger or voice command
Set the lights and thermostat at exactly the right levels
when you arrive to work every morning
Create a routine for ambient light levels during evening
dining.

Set and forget with
the timers feature
Use Alexa timers to control your lighting with specific
actions at certain times
Your smart lighting can wake you up in the morning or
welcome you home at night
Or sync your lighting with breaktime to promote workplace wellbeing

Seamless
integration
•

As well as native Alexa features, the OCTO 		
Casambi gateway allows you to connect your 		
Casambi lighting to a range of other 			
smart devices.

•

Including WiZ Connected,Ring, Hive and 		
SamsungSmartthings

For example when your Ring doorbell detects motion
during nighttime, your exterior lights can come on
and stay for 10 minutes and then switch off.

Control from
anywhere
Your OCTO Gateway gives you the power to control your
lighting remotely at the tap of an app.
Illuminate your office to welcome visitors, assist delivery
drivers or level up your security, wherever you are in the
world.

Features
Add on accessory for your Casambi eco-system
Voice control for your Casambi lighting
Automate lighting routines and timers for hassle free
control
Control your lighting wherever you are with remote access
Seamlessly integrate your whole Casambi network into
hundreds or thousands of smart products

Tech Spec
Housed in a small, discreet black casing, the OCTO
Gateway operates via a wired internet connection and
mains BS1363 plug-top power supply. It features easy to
read status indicators and can be wall or desk mounted.

Our smart lighting experts are here to help you discover more about
OCTO Gateway and answer all of your questions
Contact us to find out more using the details below, and let’s get started.
Call us: 01942 433333
Email us: info@octouk.com

